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The boundary-layer approximation is used to describe the frozen mixing process taking place when a fuel jet 
of radius a discharges into stagnant air. The results are applicable to the calculation of lifted flames stabilized 
in round laminar jets with relatively large Reynolds numbers, Re, for which the proposed formulation provides 
a detailed description for the velocity and composition fields encountered by the propagating triple flame 
formed at the base of the lifted flame. The problem is integrated for relevant values of the flow parameters, 
including values of the stoichiometric air-to-fuel mass ratio S of order unity, when the lifted flame is located in 
the region of jet development, corresponding to distances from the injector of order Re a. Further attention is 
given to the relevant case S » l , corresponding to typical conditions of undilute hydrocarbon-air flames, for 
which the resulting lifted flames are stabilized at relatively large distances from the injector, of order S Re a. 
It is seen that Schlichting asymptotic solution, which corresponds to a point source of momentum, is then 
applicable to describe the mixing process upstream from the lifted flame. Improved accuracy is sought by 
introducing expansions for the velocity components and for the reactant mass fractions in powers of 5 _ 1 . The 
resulting development shows in particular that the first-order correction to the leading-order solution is 
equivalent to the introduction of a virtual origin for the axial coordinate. It is shown that the magnitude of the 
required translation, which is equal for the velocity and composition fields, must be determined from continuity 
considerations. As an illustrative example, the resulting description is used to calculate flame fronts with S S> 
1 in the thermal-diffusive approximation. • — 

INTRODUCTION 

Extensive experimental and analytical work 
aimed at clarifying the stabilization mechanism 
of laminar lifted flames in fuel injectors has 
been developed in recent years by Chung and 
co-workers (see [1, 2] and the more recent work 
cited in [3]). The base of the lifted flame is seen 
to be a triple flame that propagates into the 
partially premixed stream that forms upstream 
as a result of the frozen mixing process between 
the fuel jet and the surrounding air. For the 
large values of the Reynolds number typical of 
most practical applications, the flame front is 
thin compared with the jet radius, and its local 
structure is that of a planar premixed front, 
whose propagation velocity is known to be 
maximum where the mixture is nearly stoichio
metric. Correspondingly, the premixed front 
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moves faster along the stoichiometric surface Xs 

and exhibits a characteristic structure with a 
lean branch and a rich branch. On the lean side, 
the premixed flame consumes all the available 
fuel, leaving behind oxygen that reacts in a 
trailing diffusion flame with the fuel left behind 
by the rich branch. Because of their reduced 
propagation velocity, the lean and rich branches 
of the flame front curve backwards from the 
leading stoichiometric line. 

For the triple flame to remain lifted, its 
propagation velocity Uf must be approximately 
equal to the local flow velocity at the stoichio
metric surface. The computation of the frozen 
mixing process upstream from the lifted flame 
provides the velocity along the stoichiometric 
surface, which can then be used to calculate the 
lift-off height by equating the resulting value to 
the propagation velocity of the triple flame, a 
procedure proposed by Chung [1-3]. Because of 
curvature and thermal expansion effects [4-6], 
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this propagation velocity, Up differs from the 
propagation velocity of a stoichiometric pre-
mixed flame, SL although it remains of the same 
order of magnitude. As a result, although the 
computation of lifted flames incorporating the 
simplifying assumption Uf = SL is seen to yield 
results in reasonable agreement with measure
ments [2], improved accuracy is obtained when 
a more careful evaluation of Uf is incorporated 
[7]-

If the Reynolds number of the jet Re = U0a/v, 
constructed from the characteristic jet velocity, 
U0, injector radius, a, and kinematic viscosity, v, 
is sufficiently larger than unity, and yet suffi
ciently small for the resulting steady laminar jet 
to remain stable, then the composition and 
velocity fields upstream from the lifted flame 
can be determined by integrating the boundary-
layer form of the conservation equations. Mea
suring the axial coordinate with Re a and the 
radial coordinate with a enables the Reynolds 
number to be scaled out of the boundary-layer 
formulation, yielding the parabolic problem 
given below in Eqs. 1-6. Although approximate 
descriptions of the region of jet development, 
corresponding to distances of order Re a, are 
available [8, 9], numerical integration is neces
sary for an accurate calculation of the mixing 
process in this region. Sufficiently far from the 
injector, that is, at distances much larger than 
Re a, the resulting problem is seen to admit a 
selfsimilar description, originally derived by 
Schlichting [10] and Squire [11], in which ex
plicit analytic expressions are available for the 
composition and velocity fields. As explained 
below, use of this approximation to describe 
frozen mixing upstream from the triple flame is 
only appropriate when, as typically occurs in 
undiluted hydrocarbon-air flames, the stoichio
metric air-to-fuel mass ratio S (the amount of 
air that one needs to mix with the unit mass of 
gas of the fuel stream to generate a stoichiomet
ric mixture) is large, a case for which the 
stoichiometric surface 2,s is seen to extend over 
distances of order S Re a » Re a. 

The conditions for the applicability of the 
boundary-layer approximation and its associ
ated far-field Schlichting solution are not clearly 
stated by many authors working on lift-off 
flames. For instance, in their interesting work, 
Chen and Bilger [7] identified the boundary-

layer approximation with the selfsimilar Schlicht
ing solution, and claimed that the full Navier-
Stokes equations need to be integrated to 
describe laminar mixing as the jet develops, that 
is, at distances from the injector of order Re a. 
As a result of the use of the Navier-Stokes 
equations, the Reynolds number remains as a 
parameter in their formulation, an unnecessary 
complication that could have been avoided 
should the authors have used the boundary-
layer formulation given below. 

The recent paper by Ghosal and Vervish [12] 
makes use of Schlichting solution to calculate 
the flow velocity along 2,s. Their work is an 
extension of Chung's procedure [1-3] to calcu
late lift-off heights, with the assumption Uf = SL 

being replaced with an approximate expression 
for Up valid only for S = 1, which incorporates 
thermal expansion as well as curvature effects. 
By equating this expression to the flow velocity 
obtained for S = 1 along 2,s the authors derived 
an implicit equation that was employed to pre
dict lift-off and blow-out behaviors. Although 
Schlichting solution is not applicable in the case 
studied (S = 1), for which 2,s extends down
stream only to distances of order Re a, their 
simplified analysis provides qualitative under
standing of the complex processes involved. 

Our analysis of the far-field solution will 
address in particular the concept of the virtual 
origin arising in Schlichting solution. This trans
lation of the axial coordinate is often introduced 
as an ad-hoc remedy for the singular behavior 
that appears at the origin in the asymptotic 
description for the axial velocity. We shall see 
that, in reality, the virtual origin arises naturally 
when seeking a first-order correction to the 
Schlichting asymptotic solution. This develop
ment, which is seen to be necessary for in
creased accuracy, employes the reciprocal of the 
distance to the injector as an asymptotically 
small quantity. We shall show that the value of 
the translation associated with the virtual origin 
cannot be arbitrarily selected; its value, which 
turns out to be equal for the velocity field and 
for the composition field, must be computed 
from continuity considerations by integrating 
numerically the boundary-layer equations in the 
region of jet development. Far-field mixing de
scriptions including virtual origins have been 



used previously to improve accuracy in calcula
tions of lift-off heights [13, 14]. 

Our paper is therefore intended to contribute 
clarification to the above issues, one of the 
objectives being that of stating clearly the limi
tations on the use of Schlichting solution to 
describe frozen mixing in the round jet. The 
boundary-layer problem will be formulated, and 
the resulting equations will be integrated for 
characteristic values of the relevant parameters. 
The far-field solution, applicable only for large 
values of S, will be developed for reactant 
diffusivities that differ from the viscous diffusiv-
ity. Further comments on the stabilization of 
lift-off flames in round fuel jets are offered in 
the final section, which also includes the con
stant-density computation of flame fronts in the 
developed region corresponding to distances 
from the injector of order S Re a. 

THE BOUNDARY-LAYER FORMULATION 

Mixing can be characterized in terms of the 
spatial variation of the local equivalence ratio 
(j> = SYPIY0, where Yp and Y0 are the mass 
fractions of fuel and oxygen scaled with their 
corresponding initial values Ypo and Y0^, and 
S = sYpo/Yo^ is the stoichiometric mass ratio, 
with s denoting the mass of oxygen needed to 
burn the unit mass of fuel. The condition <j> = 1 
defines the location of the stoichiometric sur
face, 2,s which separates the inner region where 
the mixture is rich (<£> > 1) from the outer region 
where the mixture is lean (<£> < 1). 

For simplicity in the description, the mean 
molecular weight is assumed to be constant and 
the temperatures of the fuel and of the sur
rounding air are assumed to be equal to T0 

thereby yielding a flow field with constant den
sity, p, and constant transport properties when 
evaluating the frozen distributions of velocity 
and reactants. The resulting flow can be deter
mined in the boundary-layer approximation cor
responding to Re » 1 by solving numerically 
the equations 

du Id (rv) 
— + - ^ - ^ = 0 (1) 
dx r dr w 

dU dU I d / du\ 
uir + vir = -ir\rir) (2) 

dx dr r dr \ dr J 

dtF dtF 1 1 d I dtF\ 

dx dr SF r dr \ dr j 

dt dt0 1 1 d I dYA 

dx dr S0r dr \ dr j 

with initial conditions 

x = 0, 

0 < r < l : « - « = Y F - l = Yo = 0 

r > 1: u = YF = Y0 - 1 = 0 

(5) 
and with boundary conditions 

du dfF dt0 

dr dr dr 

r -> oo ; u = YF = Y0 - 1 = 0. (6) 

The boundary condition for the velocity as r —»• 
oo corresponds to a fuel jet discharging into 
stagnant air. The terms involving axial molecu
lar transport of momentum and species, which 
are a factor Re2 smaller than those retained in 
Equations 2-4, have been left out of the equa
tions in this approximation. The spatial coordi
nates and the velocity components are scaled 
with their characteristic values in the region of 
jet development. Thus, x and r are the axial and 
radial coordinates scaled with Re a and a, 
respectively, and the axial and radial velocity 
components u and v are scaled with U0 = 
[J/(pTra2)]112 and via, with / denoting here the 
momentum flux of the fuel jet. The initial 
velocity distribution u(r) at x = 0 depends on 
the shape of the jet velocity profile. Cases of 
interest include that of a uniform profile u = 1 
and that of a fully developed Poiseuille profile u 
= V3( l - r2). The transport Schmidt numbers 
of fuel and oxidizer, SF and S0, are the ratio of 
the kinematic viscosity to the molecular diffu-
sivity of the corresponding reactant. Radial 
integration of Equations 2-4 yields the integral 
conservation laws for momentum and reactants 

r co r co 

2ru2dr = 2ruYpdr/g0 

J o J o 

= 2ra (1 - Y0)drlg0 = 1. (7) 
• '0 
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Figure 1. The stoichiometric surfaces c/> = 1 obtained for different values of S from integration of 1-6 with SF = 1.0, S0 = 
0.73, and with a Poiseuille profile u = V3( l - r2); the long dashed line corresponds to the two-term Schlichting prediction 
27 and the dashed line corresponds to the leading-order result 26. 

which are satisfied by the solution of (l)-(4). In 
the formulation, the constant 

Irudr (8) 

is proportional to the initial volume flux, be
coming g0 = 1 for the initially uniform velocity 
profile and g0 = V3/2 for Poiseusille flow. 
Integration of 1 gives 

(9) Irudr = g0 + 2 x (x')dx' 

for the jet volume flux at a given x location, 
revealing that the volume flux driven by the 
developing jet increases from the initial value g0 

because of outer fluid that is being entrained. 
The entrainment rate x(x) = -(rv)r^oo must be 
determined from the solution to 1 and 2, giving 
a distribution, which is exhibited for instance in 
[15] for both uniform and Poiseuille initial 
profiles, that decays for increasing values of x 
from the initial values x = 1.269x~1/3 (Poi
seuille) and x = 0.619x~1/2 (uniform) for* <$C 1 
towards the constant value x = 4 for x ^> 1. 

Integration of Equations. 1-6 determines the 
frozen mixing process upstream from the lifted 
flame. The results shown below in Figs. 1-4 are 
obtained with a fully developed Poiseuille pro
file, a configuration often encountered in the 
experiments reported in the literature [1-3]. In 

all cases computed here, the oxidizer Schmidt 
number is assumed to be S0 = 0.73, as corre
sponds approximately to the normal diffusivity 
of air. 

The condition (j> = 1 determines the location 
of the stoichiometric surface Xs, which is shown 
in Fig. 1 for SF = 1.0 and for different values of 
S. A related quantity of practical interest is the 
flow velocity u = us along 25. Axial distributions 
of us obtained for S = 16 and S = 1 with three 
different characteristic values of SF, are exhib
ited in Figs. 2 and 3; dashed curves in Figs. 1-3, 
corresponding to the far-field solution, are to be 
discussed later. 
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Figure 2. The axial variation of us for S0 = 0.73 and S = 16 
as obtained from integration of Eqs. 1-6 (solid lines), and 
from evaluation of Eq. 28 (dashed lines) and Eq. 29 (long 
dashed lines). 
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Figure 3. The axial variation of us for S0 = 0.73 and S = 1 
as obtained from integration of Eqs. 1-6 (solid lines) and 
from evaluation of Eq. 28 (dashed lines). 

According to Chung's procedure, the value of 
us must be equated to the propagation velocity 
of the triple flame to determine the lift-off 
height. For the resulting solution to be stable, us 

must be a decreasing function of x at the lift-off 
location. On the other hand, if us is an increas
ing function of x at the lift-off location, then the 
value of x determined from the condition us = 
UjjU0 corresponds to the farthermost location 
where, by applying an ignition source, one may 
generate an ignition front that propagates up
stream to the injector rim. Because a Poiseuille 
profile is assumed at the jet exit in Figs. 2 and 3, 
the value of us starts increasing in all cases from 
the zero value at the injector rim, thereby 
precluding the stabilization of lifted flames in 
the vicinity of the injector (aside from the cases 
when the diffusion flame is attached to the near 
wake of the injector). With the flow velocity at 
the injector wall being necessarily zero, this 
characteristic of the us distribution is necessarily 
present in other configurations regardless of 
detailed shape of the initial velocity distribution, 
except for the idealized case of a uniform 
velocity profile u = 1 with a vanishing boundary-
layer thickness at r = 1, for which the value of us 

is seen to approach a finite value as x —> 0. 
In Schlichting solution [10, 11], the leading-

order evolution of us with axial distance, given 
below in Eq. 28, is seen to be dependent on the 
sign of (SF - 1) [2]. Thus, for SF > 1, the value 
of us decreases with distance, while us remains 
constant when SF = 1 and increases with dis
tance when SF < 1. Analyses based on Schlicht

ing description thereby yield SF > 1 as a re
quirement for flame stabilization. As seen in 
Fig. 2, this criterion applies for S ^> 1, when the 
stoichiometric surface extends downstream far 
from the injector, to a far-field region where 
Schlichting description becomes accurate, and 
where the sign of (SF - 1) determines whether 
us decays with distance for* ^> 1. 

For S of order unity, on the other hand, the 
stoichiometric surface develops over distances 
of order Re a from the injector (values of x of 
order unity). In this developing region, the 
distribution of us is very sensitive to the initial 
velocity profile. For instance, for the Poiseuille 
profile used in Fig. 3 the value of us is seen to 
increase monotonically for the three values of 
SF considered. Clearly, the stability criterion SF 

> 1 developed from the Schlichting approxima
tion would not be applicable in this case. In 
general, in configurations with S of order unity 
the integration of 1-6 is necessary to compute 
the value of us and determine whether a lifted 
flame may exist. 

FIRST-ORDER CORRECTION TO THE 
ASYMPTOTIC SCHLICHTING SOLUTION 

As previously mentioned, the solution to 1-6 
can be simplified when S ^> 1, a case for which 
Xs is seen to lie far in the oxidizer domain. Two 
different regions can be identified in the solu
tion: one corresponding to axial distances from 
the jet exit of order Re a, and the second 
corresponding to the developed region emerg
ing farther downstream, which extends to dis
tances of order S Re a. 

The stoichiometric surface is initially located 
on the oxidizer side of the thin annular mixing 
layer that develops from the injector rim. The 
mixing layer continuously grows downstream, so 
that at distances from the jet of order Re a 
(values of x of order unity) transverse mixing 
acts across the fuel jet and starts to reduce 
significantly the value of YF from its initial unity 
value. Because Xs is located where YF ~ S_ 1 , 
the stoichiometric surface remains on the air 
side of the jet, at a radial distance of order a 
(corresponding to values of r of order unity). 
The structure of this region of initial develop
ment can only be described numerically solving 



the whole problem 1-6. The jet radius contin
ues to grow downstream to values of order Sa 
(r ~ S) at a distance of order S Re a (x ~ S), 
where YF, (1 - Y0), and u are all of order 5_ 1 . 
This second region, corresponding to values of x 
in the range 1 « i s 5, admits an asymptotic 
description in which the jet acts in the first 
approximation as a point source of momentum 
[10]. As seen below, the initial mass flux of the 
jet must be accounted for in the first-order 
correction to the asymptotic solution. 

For S » 1 the stoichiometric surface extends 
axially to rescaled distances x ~ S, where the jet 
radius increases linearly with distance. The so
lution for Equations. 1-4 in this region of x ~ S 
» 1 can be sought by introducing a selfsimilar 
coordinate £ = r/x. The description of the 
velocity field requires introduction of an expan
sion in powers of x for the stream function 

(10) 
2 F'xll + 

>P = xF0(0+F1(0 + O(x-1) 

defined such that u = x^1 F'Jl + x 
0(x~3) and rv = -F0 + £F'0 + x'1 £F[ 
0(x~2), where the prime ' denotes differentia
tion with respect to £. Introducing these alter
native variables into Eqs. 1, 2, 6, and 7 yields the 
problems 

F'l + Fl (F0 - \)H + F^(1-F0 + ^)/f = 0; 

Fo(0) = (F'o/^y(0)=F'oH = 0 

2 F'^im = i 
• ' 0 

(11) 

and 

F"[ + F\ (F0 - \)ll + F[(1-F0 + 3{Fo)/f = 0; 

\F1(0) = (F'10'(0)=F'1M = 0 

F'oFym = o (12) 

for the first two terms F0 and F± in the expan
sion for the stream function. 

The solution to Eq. 11 gives 

H2 

while the solution to Eq. 12 takes the form 

F, = -Xo (F0 - £F'o), (14) 

where x0 is a constant to be determined below. 
Substituting these expressions into Eq. 10 gives 
i// = xF0 - x0 (F0 - £FQ) + 0(x_1), which can be 
written at the same level of approximation as 

>P = (x- x0) F0 O (x-1). (15) 

indicating that the first correction to Eq. 13 
represents both a translation of the axial coor
dinate and a dilatation of the radial coordinate, 
which are incorporated through the apparent 
origin x0. Writing the two-term expansion for i|/ 
in this form therefore demonstrates that the 
virtual origin is not an ad-hoc improvement that 
one needs to introduce to avoid the singular 
behavior of u as x —»• 0, but that it emerges 
naturally as the first correction to the leading-
order result forx : » 1. 

The value x0, which cannot be arbitrarily 
selected, must be computed from continuity 
considerations [15] by evaluating Eq. 9 in the 
far-field region. At distances x » 1, the volume 
flux driven by the jet can be calculated aside 
from a factor 277 as JQ rudr = F0(°°)(x - x0) = 
4(x - xa) and the entrainment rate approaches 
the asymptotic far-field value x = (Fo ~ £F'o) 
(oo) = 4. Introducing these expressions into Eq. 
9 finally yields 

(x/4 - l)dx + gc/8 (16) 

F° 64/3 + e (13) 

where the variable entrainment rate x(x) m u s t 
be determined by integration of Eqs. 1 and 2. 
The location x0 of the virtual origin depends 
therefore on the initial velocity distribution u(f) 
through the value of g0 and also through the 
entrainment-rate distribution x(x)- Sample val
ues of x0 obtained for a uniform profile and for 
a parabolic profile are, respectively x0 = -0.230 
and x0 = -0.168. As expected, these exact 
values differ moderately from those determined 
previously in the approximate calculations of 
Rankin and Sridhar [8] and Lee et al. [9]. Their 
predictions for the virtual origin can be written 
in terms of the axial coordinate used here as 



xQ = -0.254 for the uniform velocity profile [8] 
and xQ = -0.108 for the parabolic velocity 
profile [9]. 

The description of the mass fraction distribu
tions in the far field also makes use of expan
sions in inverse powers of x. Because the solu
tion for (1 - Y0) follows from that of YF by 
replacing the Schmidt number of the fuel with 
that of the oxidizer, we restrict the presentation 
here to the development for YF. Introducing the 
expansion 

YF = x-% U) + x~2Y, U) + O (x~3) (17) 

into 3, 6, and 7 yields the leading-order problem 

W + SPFoYo)' = 0; 

n(0 ) = YoW = 0 

2 Fi>Y0d£ = go 

which can be solved to give 

Yn 

(2SF+l)gJ8 
(1 + 3f2/64)2SF 

(18) 

(19) 

On the other hand, the first-order correction Y1 

is obtained from 

Y'[ + Yi (1 + SFF0)/C 

+ Y1 (2SFF'0)/£ = - J C ^ Y O F J ; 

Y\ (0) = Y1 («.) = 0 

(F'oY, + F\Y0) d£ = 0 
(20) 

This problem admits the particular solution 

Y^xAYo+CY'o) (21) 

where xQ is the virtual origin of the velocity 
distribution given in Eq. 16. The particular 
solution 21 satisfies the homogeneous boundary 
conditions as well as the additional integral 
constraint JQ (F'0Y1 + FiY0)d£ = 0 arising from 
7. Because the linear homogeneous problem 
associated with 20 possesses no solution other 
than the trivial one Yx = 0, we may conclude 
that 20 possesses a unique solution given by 21. 

Combining now the first two orders in the 
expansion for YF, given in Eqs. 19 and 21, yields 

Figure 4. The variation of YF along the axis as obtained 
from numerical integration of 1-6 (solid lines), from the 
leading-order far-field result YF = g0(2SF + 1 )/(&*:) (dashed 
lines), and from the corrected distribution YF = g0(2SF + 
l)/[8(x - x0)] (long dashed lines). 

YP + o or3) (22) 

for the fuel mass fraction, indicating that the 
virtual origin of the velocity field also enters as 
the first correction to the the reactant distribu
tion. In summary, the above results give with 
relative errors of order S~2 

(x - x0) u = 
S(x-x0)YF\ 

g0{2SF+l)j 

vsF 

8(x-x0)(l-Y0)\
1/s° 

go (2S0 + 1) 

1 + 
64 \x - x, 

- 2 

(23) 

for the solution to 1-4 at distances x ~ S ^> 1. 
It is remarkable that the virtual origin of the 

composition field is equal to that of the velocity 
field, and therefore independent of the Schmidt 
number. This surprising behavior can be ex
plained by noting that it is the first-order cor
rection to the velocity field that produces the 
driving term arising on the right-hand side of 
Eq. 20, which in turn forces a translation of the 
axial coordinate and a dilatation of the radial 
coordinate of magnitude xQ for YF. Because the 
first-order correction to the composition field is 
due to the modified velocity field, the resulting 
virtual origin is independent of molecular diffu
sion. This result is tested in Fig. 4 where the 
variation of YF along the axis obtained from 
numerical integration of 1-6 is compared with 
the leading-order result YF = g0(2SF + l)/(8r) 



and also with the corrected distribution YF = 
g0(2Sp + l)/[8(x - x0)]. As can be seen, the fuel 
distribution corrected with the virtual origin x0 

= -0.168 reproduces accurately the numerical 
results for the three values of SF considered in 
the plot. 

The description 23 characterizes frozen mix
ing in the jet, and it is therefore applicable 
together with the computation methodology of 
Chung to calculate lift-off heights. The distribu
tion of equivalence ratio <f> = SYF/Y0 can be 
easily computed from 23 to give 

4> 
1 1 

X (1 + R2IX2)2SF, 

1 
1 1 2SQ l 

T(T 
l 

R2/X2) 2\2SC 

(24) 

where 

X 
8 ( J E -

go (2SF 

Xp) 

- 1) S 
andi? 

V3r 

go(2SF+l)S 

(25) 

are appropriately rescaled coordinates, of order 
unity in this far-field region. 

Equating (24) to unity determines the axial 
variation of the radius of the stoichiometric 
surface, which is given at leading order by 

RS=X(X -1I(2SF) 
1) 

1/2 (26) 

As can be seen, the radius decreases with dis
tance if SF s 1/4 and reaches a maximum value 
given approximately by Rmax ^ XmjV4SF - 1 
at an intermediate location Xmax — [(4SF -
l)/(4SF)]2S" when SF > 1/4. Notice that A- = 1 
gives, in the first approximation, the down
stream end of the stoichiometric surface. Using 
this result in the first equation of 25 yields at 
leading order [g0(2SF + l)/8]5 Re a - 0.3 S Re 
a for the maximum lift-off height. As expected, 
the far-field description only applies for S » 1; 
for S of order unity, the lift-off height resulting 
from Schlichting solution is of order 0.3 Re a, 
corresponding to a location within the jet devel
opment region where the far-field solution is no 
longer valid. 

Retaining smaller terms of order S^1 in the 
expression for Rs yields 

R=X\X r-l/(2SF) 

1 1 1 2S0 

2~sTF2Si -X •So/SF-l 
1/2 

(27) 

On the other hand, the flow velocity along the 
stoichiometric surface is given with relative er
rors of order S^1 by 

«, = _ xlls" 
go{2SF+l)S-

and with relative errors of order S~2 by 

3 

(28) 

go(2SF+l)S 

1 1 2S0 

Xi/sF 

1 
1 

S SF2SF+ 1 
vS0ISF (29) 

Combining Chung's equation us = UfIU0 with 
the above distributions of us determines the 
lift-off height in lifted flames with S » 1. For 
instance, use of the leading-order distribution 
28 gives 

X, f 
go (2S, 1) suf\

 SF/{1-SF) 

un 
(30) 

for the lift-off height normalized with the length 
of the stoichiometric surface. Clearly, because 
the stoichiometric surface ends a tX = 1, for the 
location to represent a flame front stabilized at 
the stoichiometric surface the value of Xf ob
tained from the above equation must be no 
larger than unity, with the condition Xf = 1 
representing critical conditions for blowoff. As 
previously explained, an additional condition 
for the stability of the resulting flame in this 
far-field region is SF > 1. 

The accuracy of 26-29 is tested in Figs. 1 and 
2. For instance, the shape of the stoichiometric 
surface obtained numerically for S = 2, 4, 8, 16 
is compared in Fig. 1 with the two-term asymp
totic prediction 27. As can be seen, excellent 
agreement is found in these cases of moderately 
large S. The simpler leading-order prediction 26 
also gives reasonable accuracy for the case S = 
16 considered. Similarly, the two-term predic
tion 29 for us is compared in Fig. 2 with the 



boundary-layer solution. As expected, relatively 
large errors are found in the developing region 
x ~ 1, where Schlichting distribution is not 
applicable. Further downstream, the agreement 
is excellent. The comparison of the leading-
order prediction 28 in the case Sp = 1.3 reveals 
that the first-order correction is necessary for 
increased accuracy. 

To further illustrate the inadequacy of Schli
chting solution to describe mixing when S ~ 1, 
Eq. 28 is used in Fig. 3 to evaluate us for S = 1 
and different values of Sp. As previously antic
ipated, departures of order unity appear every
where. Moreover, the far-field solution incor
rectly yields a decrease of us with distance 
when SF = 1.3, and therefore, leads to incor
rect predictions concerning the stability of 
lifted flames with dilute fuel feed. It is worth 
noting that no improvement follows in this 
case from using the first-order correction, that 
is, the use of Eq. 29 for S = 1 leads to negative 
values of us. 

LIFTED FLAMES IN AXISYMMETRIC 
FUEL JETS 

Both curvature effects and thermal expansion 
effects may affect the propagation velocity Uf of 
the triple flame travelling against the fuel jet. 
For instance, analyses incorporating a constant-
density assumption [4, 5] have demonstrated 
that flame-front curvature decreases the value 
of Uf from the propagation velocity of a stoichi
ometric premixed flame. SL, when the radius of 
curvature of the triple flame becomes compara
ble to the front thickness. We shall see below 
that this effect is unimportant in the configura
tion studied here, for which the Reynolds num
ber is sufficiently larger than unity. 

To estimate the radius of curvature of the 
premixed fronts appearing in round jets, one 
may use the approximate law 

UJUm = 1 - B (<*> - 4>J2, (31) 

for the dependence of the propagation velocity 
of a planar premixed flame UL on the mixture 
composition, where the heuristic constants B 
and (f)m take different values for different fuels 
[16]. The equation above shows a equivalence-
ratio dependence of UL somewhat more general 

than that postulated in Chung's work, in that it 
is assumed that the peak value of UL = Umi= SL 

is achieved at $ = (f)m and not precisely at $ = 
1. Because (f)m — 1 for most hydrocarbon-air 
flames, for example, (f)m = 1.08 for propane and 
(f)m = 1.13 for isooctane [16], this difference is 
not very significant and Um — SL for most fuels. 
On the other hand, the constant B is moderately 
large in most cases, taking for instance the 
values B = 4.05 for propane and B = 3.22 for 
isooctane [16]. 

For lifted flames in round jets, the variation 
of UL with (f> given above in Eq. 31 indicates that 
the radius of curvature of the flame front is a 
factor B smaller than the local jet radius. This 
radius of curvature is to be compared with the 
flame front thickness, which can be estimated to 
be of order v/SL. Different scalings appear for S 
~ 1 and for 5 » 1. Thus, if S ~ 1, the flame 
would be stabilized at a lift-off height of order 
Re a, in a region where the value of Uf equates 
the flow velocity, of order of the initial jet 
velocity U0, and where the local radius is of 
order a. On the other hand, if S » 1, then the 
flame would be stabilized farther from the in
jector, at distances of order S Re a where the 
flow velocity and the local radius are of order 
UJS and Sa, respectively. Correspondingly, 
characteristic values for the thickness and for 
the radius of curvature of the flame front are 
vlU0 and a/B if S ~ 1 and Sv/U0 and Sa/B if S » 
1. Although the scalings are different, we may 
conclude in both cases that curvature effects will 
be negligible as long as Re » B, a criterion 
satisfied in most practical applications. The 
local structure of the flame front is therefore 
that of a planar premixed front, with a lean 
branch that extends outwards to a radius where 
the mixture reaches its lean flammability limit 
and with a rich branch that ends at an inner 
radius with <j> equal to the rich flammability 
limit, <f>r or would reach the axis if the equiva
lence ratio there, <f> = <f>a, were smaller than <j>r. 

Thermal expansion effects influence the value 
of Uf [6]. The flow in the nose region down
stream from the flame is rotational, with over
pressures that deflect the incoming streamlines 
outwards, and slow the flow velocity along 2,s. 
Correspondingly, the front propagation velocity 
relative to the unperturbed flow is somewhat 
larger than SL. This effect was numerically 



ascertained by Ruetsch et al. [6] for a symmetric 
(S = 1) two-dimensional triple flame propagat
ing against a stream with an initially uniform 
velocity profile. Calculations of propagation ve
locities with S ¥= 1, including thermal expansion 
effects and nonuniform velocity profiles, are a 
suitable subject of future work. 

The propagation of triple flames in round jets 
when S » 1 should also be addressed in future 
research. The above scales suggest that, for a 
typical hydrocarbon-air flame with B a l , the 
flame front exhibits a radius of curvature com
parable to the local jet radius, of order Sa and 
therefore extends across the fuel jet, giving an 
inherently axisymmetric structure that has been 
observed for instance in the experiments re
ported in [17]. Calculations of such flames 
should employ the distributions of velocity and 
composition given in 23 as an appropriate 
boundary condition upstream from the flame. 

Although thermal expansion effects are antic
ipated to affect significantly the motion of these 
axisymmetric fronts by a mechanism analogous 
to that affecting the propagation of two-dimen
sional triple flames [6], we shall use here a 
constant-density model to illustrate the effect of 
the radial velocity gradient on the flame shape. 
In this thermal-diffusive approximation, the 
structure of a triple flame stabilized at an axial 
location X = Xf is determined simply by a local 
kinematic balance between the front propaga
tion velocity UL and the normal component of 
the local flow velocity U = U0u to give 

i - (ujuy 
UJU 

di] (32) 

for the flame shape. Here, the radial coordinate 
17 and the axial distance to the leading edge of 
the flame, £, are both scaled with the same 
distance [g0(2SF + l)/V3](XfSa), which is the 
characteristic value of the local jet radius at 
X = Xf a quantity of order Sa. The leading 
edge of the flame is located at a radial loca
tion 17! where the conditions U = U L and 
d(U - UL)/dr} = 0 are simultaneously satis
fied. The plus sign in front of the above 
integral corresponds to the lean branch (17 > 

rjj), while the minus sign should be used for 
the rich branch (17 < TJ?). 

The calculation of triple flames from Eq. 32 
necessitates additional information regarding 
the dependence of UL on the local mixture 
composition. Curves UL(4>) of the type needed 
here have been compiled for instance by Law 
[18]. Combining this information with the dis
tribution of equivalence ratio given in Eq. 23 
provides the function UL(r}) to be introduced 
into Eq. 32. 

The computations presented below make use 
of the parabolic representation Eq. 31, which, 
with appropriate choices for Um, <j>m, and B, 
approximates accurately the curves UL(4>) over 
a wide range of values of <f> about <f>m. Note that, 
because 31 predicts a zero propagation velocity 
at (f> = (f)m ± B~112, the resulting flame fronts 
extend for <j> between the limiting values <f> = 
(f)m ± B~112, which thereby act effectively as 
flammability limits in determining the trans
verse extent of the flame. Using 31 together with 
23 yields 

< M l + itf)-*'=<*>, 1 
2Sf 

2SF-1 

BSF<t>m 

and 
(33) 

UL=1-B[<f>a (1 
U 1 - B [<f>a (1 + tit) 
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2\-2SF <t>m\ 

1 V 
1 Vi 

(34) 

for the radial location of the leading edge of the 
flame, rjj, and for the velocity ratio UJU to be 
introduced into 32. Equation 33, which can be 
solved for ^ provided B > (2SF - l)/(SF4>m)2, 
is written for the local equivalence ratio at the 
leading edge, ^ = 4>a (1 + nfJ2SF < 4>m, with 
(j>a = Xf x denoting the value of the equivalence 
ratio at the axis. 

Integration of Eq. 32 supplemented with Eq. 
33 and Eq. 34 provides the flame shape. For a 
given fuel (with given chemical-kinetic parame
ters (f)m and B and a given Schmidt number SF), 
the solution for the flame front can be charac-
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Figure 5. Flame fronts obtained from 32-34 with $m = 1.08, B = 4.05, SF = 1.3, a n d X / = (0.25, 0.33, 0.50, 0.67) [fa = (4.0, 
3.0, 2.0,1.5)]. The plot exhibits the flame fronts superposed on a fuel jet with Re = 20 and S 
being characterized by the isosurfaces <j> = <j>m (long dashes), 4> = fa (dots) and 4> = <j>m ± 

= 16, with the composition field 
B~112 (dashes). 

terized in terms of the normalized lift-off height 
Xf, which can be computed in the first approxi
mation from 30 for a given value of SUJU0 — S 
SL/UQ. Characteristic flame shapes correspond
ing to propane (cj)m = 1.08. B = 4.05, and SF = 
1.3) are exhibited in Fig. 5 forX / = (0.25, 0.33, 
0.50, 0.67). The plot shows the corresponding 
flame fronts as they would appear downstream 
from a fuel injector with Re = 20 and S = 16, 
with the composition field being characterized 
in the plot by the iso-surfaces cj) = cj)m = 1.08, 
cj) = cj)l and cj) = cj)m ± B~1/2. To represent 
realistically the slenderness of the solution, both 
the radius and the axial distance to the injector 
are scaled here with the injector radius. 

As expected, the flames located farther down
stream are wider, and eventually extend all the 
way across the jet for sufficiently small values of 
cj)a = Xy1 < cj)m + B~1/2. Also, since cj)l is always 
smaller than cj)m, the leading edge is seen to be 
slightly displaced outwards from the stoichiomet
ric surface, an effect of the nonuniform velocity 
profile that becomes more noticeable for flames 
lying farther from the injector. The displacement 
observed would be less pronounced for larger 
values of B, as can be anticipated by writing 33 
for B » (2SF - l)l{SF$m)2 in the form <fo = $m 

[1 - 1/(2&M&)]. 
Similar trends are expected to emerge when 

variable density is accounted for. In that case, 
the solution not only depends on the normal
ized lift-off height Xf but also on an additional 
heat-release parameter measuring the exother-
micity of the reaction [6]. The required compu
tational approach should be analogous to that 
employed in [6], although in this axisymmetric 
case the computational difficulties associated 
with streamline deflection far from the flame 

are expected to be less stringent than those 
encountered in the previous two-dimensional 
calculations. 

Clearly, numerous problems concerning tri
ple flames stabilized in laminar fuel jets remain 
to be solved. The analysis given above can help 
the needed investigations by providing an accu
rate description for the mixing process of the 
fuel jet with the surrounding air in terms of the 
minimum number of parameters. We have seen 
that, if S ~ 1, then integration of Eqs. 1-6 is 
required to determine the distribution of flow 
velocity and mixture composition upstream 
from the premixed front, while the far-field 
solution 23 provides the needed description 
when S ^> 1. Extension of the above boundary-
layer analysis to include effects of coaxial air 
flow and outer confinement on the mixing pro
cess is anticipated. As previously discussed, for 
the calculation of lift-off heights, the present 
results must be supplemented with careful eval
uations of propagation velocities Uf including 
both thermal expansion effects, as in [6], and 
also geometrical effects associated with the axi
symmetric structure of lifted flames when S ^> 
1. These evaluations, not currently available, 
constitute a worthwhile topic for future re
search. 
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